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Throughout the COVID-19 global pandemic, video consumption has surged. Viewership across 

SVOD services increased a massive 417% from the middle of March to the middle of April, with 

AVOD rising 148% in the same time period, based on first-party data collected by Reelgood. 

 

As video consumption increased, illegal content distribution also grew. Now more than ever, it’s 

important for content providers to safeguard their content, leveraging some of the advanced 

techniques discussed in this article. 

 

Video Consumption is Evolving 
As people spend more time at home because of the COVID-19 pandemic, video traffic 

continues to increase. Netflix reported over 15 million new subscribers in the first quarter of 

2020, for an increase of 23% year over year and growth of 9% quarter on quarter. 
 

While live sports and events were completely shut down for a short period of time in the spring 

of 2020, they are making a comeback. Fox Sports noted that since action resumed at the end of 

July, there have been days when sports viewing has been up 100% to 150% over comparable 

dates last year. 

 

Cinema offerings are now being delivered directly to consumers via OTT applications. 

Production companies are releasing their films via subscription-based streaming platforms or 

premium video on demand (PVoD) with some degree of success. A recent digital media trends 

survey from Deloitte found that 22% of U.S. consumers have paid to watch a new release via 

PVoD during an early period of the pandemic. “Trolls World Tour,” released on digital platforms 

in April, earned more in its first three weeks of digital release than its 2016 predecessor, “Trolls,” 

made domestically during five months in theaters.  

 



Prior to COVID-19, video production companies leveraged content windowing techniques to 

give content an element of exclusivity. They would stagger the release of content in different 

territories and regions around the world. Content windowing also involves first making content 

available in theaters, then exclusive VOD catalogs, followed by all catalogs. The concept of 

content windowing is evolving with the COVID-19 situation. With most theaters shuttered during 

the pandemic, production companies are taking creative approaches to releasing content. 

Content is now being released on a more global scale. Given the rise in video consumption and 

streaming, piracy is also increasing.  

 

Reasons Why Piracy is Increasing 
There are several reasons why piracy is spiking during the pandemic. If people are overall 

consuming more SVOD content legally today, it makes sense that piracy will accelerate in 

parallel. In addition, people are facing financial hardships, and are wanting to spend less money 

right now on video services.  

 

Additionally, due to the pandemic, content has been delayed from being produced and released. 

With fewer options for fresh, new content, viewers are exploring additional options outside of 

their paid subscriptions. 

 

Also, the relaxation of content windowing techniques may have contributed to piracy. Skipping 

the theater and releasing content directly on VOD platforms not only makes content available for 

a global viewing audience, it also gives pirates access to premium copies at a very early 

distribution stage.  

 

In particular, there is a rising trend in piracy of content distributed via IPTV. This trend began in 

the Asia-Pacific region years ago and is currently intensifying across Europe. It is estimated that 

1.2 million viewers from Eastern Europe accessed illegal IPTV services alone throughout the 

course of 2018. 
 

Steps to Reduce Piracy in the COVID-19 Era  
It has been forecast that the coronavirus outbreak will cost the entertainment industry $5 billion, 

a number that is likely to be revised and substantially increased as the global health crisis 

continues.  

 

https://www.fastcompany.com/90473044/bond-is-sidelined-mulans-on-the-fence-how-covid-19-coronavirus-is-upending-entertainment


One of the first steps content providers can take toward thwarting pirates is to remove the 

incentive. Content providers must offer a high-quality product and an excellent user experience 

at a fair price. This includes packaging and aggregating all of the available content, pricing it 

competitively, and offering unique features that cannot be found on pirate websites, such as 

start-over TV and catch-up TV.  

 

Another critical step in preventing piracy is to create a barrier to entry. Content should be made 

hard to pirate. The best practice is to leverage multi-disciplinary approach that encompasses 

both preventive anti-piracy measures along with governing detection and enforcement. 

 
Operators can take action against credential sharing by using analytics and other means, such 

as IP detection, to identify users using shared or stolen credentials to access services. AI is 

proving increasingly effective in isolating these patterns. Ultimately, users are encouraged to 

convert to legitimate services.  

 

IP blocking is an especially relevant anti-piracy technique in in the APAC region. It involves 

content providers working with local regulatory bodies to block piracy websites from illegally 

broadcasting content. AVIA surveys have shown that when IP blocking is in place, it results in a 

decrease in piracy consumption and increase in legal consumption. In APAC countries, site 

blocking has proven to be effective. Between August 2019 and June 2020, 2400 sites and apps 

were blocked, and piracy traffic dropped by 68% in Indonesia, according to the Coalition Against 

Piracy. Moreover, a 2020 study found a 64% decrease in consumers accessing piracy websites 

over a 12-month period in Malaysia, due to site blocking efforts of the Ministry of Domestic 

Trade and Consumer Affairs. 

 
Live events are highly targeted by pirates and a major source of revenue for content providers.  

Using a sophisticated anti-piracy service that features dynamic video watermarking technology, 

pay-TV operators and content owners can fight illegal streaming during live events faster than 

ever. 

 

Dynamic watermarking technology is efficient, utilizing DRM with anti-debugging, anti-

tampering, and other security features that allow operators to disable an application and revoke 

all content licenses in cases of abuse or hacking. Watermarking technology must be scalable, 

allowing operators to scan millions of devices and then pinpoint those that are pirating content. 
 



Conclusion 
Piracy is complex. New types of piracy are constantly emerging, threatening the value of pay-TV 

content. Given the shrinking revenues predicted for the media industry this year, combined with 

increased piracy, it’s critical more than ever to safeguard content. With the right tools, including 

anti-piracy services, dynamic watermarking, and IP blocking, operators and content owners can 

fight piracy quickly and effectively.  

 

It’s important for operators to attack piracy from multiple angles. The anti-piracy technique used 

can vary depending on what kind of content it is, the local or regional legislation, and what 

threats content providers are facing. Partnering with an expert in content protection, offering a 

variety of countermeasures, including service monitoring and assistance with legal takedown 

notices, operators can win the battle against piracy in the COVID-19 era and beyond.  
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